T3RRA Cutta

T3RRA Cutta is the world’s most advanced in-cab landforming system. In conjunction with John Deere’s iGrade it allows you to survey, design, optimise, and implement earth moving operations with ease.

**Fully Loaded**

Out of the box, T3RRA Cutta gives you more features and functionality than any competing system.

**More applications**
- Elevation surveys
- Full field levelling
- Drains
- Levees

**More designs**
- Single and dual plane best-fits
- Multi-fit optimization
- Multi regions
- Variable direction field smoothing
- Surface offsets
- Linear and best-fit drains
- Auto drains
- Pattern drains
- Levee guidance

**Better compatibility**
- Works with many data formats and 3rd party systems
- Fully integrated with John Deere iGrade and John Deere collected data

**Better features**
- Easy to use wizard operation
- Continuously updating progress maps
- 2D and 3D data views
- Animated rainfall simulation

*To see how we stack up against the competition please see our T3RRA Cutta comparison brochure.

**Whole farm optimisation**

T3RRA Cutta comes bundled with T3RRA Design - our comprehensive desktop design package. All the design capabilities of T3RRA Cutta (and more) but extended to a desktop computer to allow finer adjustments and full farm development.

**Support**

T3RRA Cutta is supported by the best service and support organization in agriculture - the John Deere dealer network.

**Benefits**

Minimal earth moved to achieve the same water movement outcome.
- Savings in fuel, equipment, labour and time.
- Improved drainage efficiency and irrigation opportunities.
- Improved water use efficiency